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	Executive summary
	SUMMARY OF COUNTERMEASURE RECOMMENDATIONS

	The primary purposes of this report are to analyze and quantify the historical and near-term future cost of cycling the Gainesville Regional Utilities (GRU) Kelly Combined-Cycle Station (CC1).  With this analysis, we will identify potential problem areas related to the past and future cyclic operation of the 120 MW combined-cycle Unit 1 that would increase costs, and we will also develop a high level list of recommended countermeasures for GRU to competitively manage this asset.  Based on a defensible and clear understanding of the true cost of operation, including the latent cycling cost, GRU will be able to make informed decisions to manage or reduce the costs, while ensuring a reliable operating power plant.
	The analysis includes past station operations and cycles using megawatt production data, cost data, and critical process data to understand the total cost attributable to cycling damage.  The analyses identified in the purchase order as Task 1 are presented in four sections, and each section is used in the development of the cost of cycling and countermeasures to manage the cycling costs.  The sections are:
	1. Damage Modeling – This uses the historical generation information and counts the load cycles and equivalent cycles for the unit.
	2. Top-down Analysis and Benchmarking – This is a detailed comparison to similar units in the Intertek AIM database to determine future cycling costs for GRU.
	3. Signature Data Analysis – This uses the current real operating data to determine the damage rates on critical components for several types of cycles.
	4. Bottom-up Analysis – This second analysis of costs is a component by component analysis of the available plant’s actual historical costs with design reviews, failure analysis, and plant interviews for validation of findings.
	All cost estimates and damages are specific to GRU CC1 as supplied from GRU work orders, capital expenditures, and outage events contained in the maintenance management system and GRU records from January 1, 2002, through December 2012.  The commercial operation date for the unit was May 1, 2001.  Limited detailed cost data were available for the analysis in a component by component format.  All available cost data provided were utilized for the analysis.
	To increase the value of the limited cost data, we utilized the extensive data base from prior Intertek AIM studies and took an additional analysis step to measure or benchmark the GRU Kelly CC1 unit against similar combined-cycle plants in our data base in order to estimate future cycling costs for Unit 1.  Intertek AIM utilized its team review, including subject matter experts from each equipment specialty group, with over 200 years of combined experience in heat recovery steam generators (HRSG), combustion turbines (CT), and balance-of-plant equipment to validate the design and process issues for this unit.  The extensive cycling history and the high number of cycles (Section 2) for this unit impact the continued cost of operation, as the unit continues to cycle as in the past.  This unit is experiencing a high level of cycling fatigue of the CT, HRSG, and the steam turbine (ST) but has performed well and is a low cost cycling unit.  The low cost of cycling for this unit with some additional modifications will make it “Best in Class.”  Indications of latent damage led us to recommend additional actions to maintain the reliable cyclic operation, and failures may be expected unless cycling countermeasures are implemented.  The countermeasures are included in the summary below.
	To understand the real cost of cycling and compare those costs to many other units on a similar basis, Intertek AIM has developed a cost per equivalent hot start (EHS) parameter.  An EHS is Intertek AIM’s standard unit of cycling damage; the costs are the total cycling-related costs.  Intertek AIM calculates the annual EHS for GRU Kelly CC1 based on hourly megawatt data using the Loads Model (Section 2).  Thus, with the annual cycling costs compiled and annual EHS cycles, we calculate a “cycling cost per EHS.”  This standard cycling cost parameter of $/EHS is useful in comparing this unit to the other units in the fleet and making short-term and long-term plans for economic fleet dispatch and cost effective countermeasure plans.
	The significant findings from the cost of cycling examination of GRU Kelly CC1 include:
	1. Kelly Unit 1 has a relatively low total cost of cycling.  A bottom-up review of the work orders, past costs and events per EHS results in $20,050 per EHS (Figures 45 and 46).  The hot start damage factor of 1.03 EHS per hot cycle is applied, resulting in a hot start cost of $21,019 per cycle.  This is the cost for a typical hot start from the bottom-up analysis of historical costs.  We compare this cost with the top-down estimate of future costs.  These are cycling costs based on our statistical analysis of the Kelly CC1 costs and those from a benchmark unit that are adjusted by the operation and design of Kelly CC1.  The top-down analysis resulted in a best estimate of $31,524 (page 217) for a hot start.  The higher value from the top-down method results in an additional $10,505 per hot start compared to the bottom-up reckoning of past actual costs.  This suggests that there are more damages and costs expected in the future that have not yet been presented in the historical bills and budgets.
	2. The top-down best estimate cost per "typical" hot, warm, and cold start for Kelly CC is $4,602 (no EFOR), $8,200 (no EFOR), and $12,487 (no EFOR).  The cost per significant load follow for Kelly CC is $411 (no EFOR).  Including EFOR cost in the typical costs results in a much higher cost per cycle.
	3. The amount of cycling or equivalent cycling (EHS) is high.  The result of this high cycling is to reduce the total cost per EHS, since the number of historical EHS that the unit has accumulated is three times that of our benchmark units but in the high range of comparable similar combined-cycle power plants.  The result is misleading, since the damage rate is directly related to the number of cycles, and our conclusion is that extensive latent damage costs will surface in the near-term future.  The bottom-up cost analyses results of $20,406 per EHS are within the range of other units ($25,000 to $40,000 per EHS), although it is low compared to similar combined-cycle units.  The two independent methods we have utilized (top-down and bottom-up) provide relatively good agreement considering the amount of fatigue damage and the hidden damage costs to be expected from the high number of cycles causing latent cycling damage that has not yet presented their costs.
	4. The breakdown of the cycling costs show that the CT is the major contributor to the cycling costs (Figure 44) and the forced outage costs shown in Figure 45 add significantly to the maintenance costs.  Actual costs from findings during the major overhaul planned for Spring 2014 may increase the CT's contribution to cycling costs.
	5. The EHS damage analysis indicates that Kelly CC1’s cumulative EHS are quite damaging due to damaging high ramp rates during startup and shutdown.
	6. The process of signature data analysis indicates that severe thermal fatigue damage is occurring on several major HRSG, power piping, and turbine components (Section 31).  The examination and analyses of the data provided by Kelly for hot, warm, and cold starts and shutdowns show the high thermal ramp rates in the HRSG superheaters, drum and STs.  These maximum thermal ramp rates are all occurring when the CT is already at about 30 MW output.  Normally, the maximum thermal ramp rate occurs during first fire of the CT before the unit has synchronized.  The fact that the maximum ramp rates occur when the unit is at 30 MW shows that the units are ramping up to full load very quickly.  It is this ramp-up of the CT that is causing these very high and damaging thermal ramp rates in the HRSG, piping, and ST.  Countermeasures to manage or reduce these costs are indicated.
	7. Cycling damage examples for Kelly CC1:
	 ST damage.
	 High pressure superheater (HPSH) tube leaks and HPSH 2 lower header replacement.
	 High thermal ramp rates in the superheater (SH) systems have shortened the life of HRSG, power piping, and ST components.  They have accrued latent damage even though the damage has not yet resulted in failures in these systems. 
	 The CT and generator early life failures 
	The average annual damage (from fatigue and creep) in EHS for the Kelly CC1 CT is calculated at 344 EHS.  Additionally, about 91% of the total damage accumulated at Kelly is cycling damage (from fatigue), while the rest is steady state damage (from creep).  The result of the analysis is much more than just the “best estimate of the cost of cycling as $29,505 per hot start,” but that is a major goal and the following report develops that in greater detail.
	Intertek AIM recommends that the operating procedures, control tuning, ramp rate controls, and plant equipment be carefully evaluated to mitigate the severity of the thermal fatigue damage per cycle and to optimize dispatch, station reliability, and maintenance costs.  Immediate attention should be directed at the startup procedures.  Revisions in the starting point of the steam drains and sky valve or a new small bypass system are needed to protect the SH and ST during startup until a steam temperature match and adequate turbine steam flow is established.
	1. Advise system dispatch of the real cost of cycling for this unit to include the actual and intrinsic costs shown in the cost of an EHS as $20,406/EHS.  If we use the average damage rate for a hot start from the top-down results, it increases the cost of an EHS by 1.03 for an average hot start.  The result is $21,019 for a historical cost hot start.  This is the cost from the bottom-up analysis to compare with the top-down analysis, resulting in a best estimate of $29,505 for a future hot start.
	2. Revise maintenance cost and reliability projections based on the level of countermeasures selected for cycling operations.
	3. Complete the planned major overhaul for the CT but include additional nondestructive examination inspections and contingencies for the anticipated damage in compressor Row 1 and hot section Row 1.
	4. Modify cold startup procedure to support HRSG circulation and temperature balancing to reduce thermal shocking.  This could include the early use of the high pressure (HP) sky vent valve and/or a new small steam bypass dump to the condenser, increased drain flow, or blowdown to the condenser hot well to reduce the thermal ramp on all starts.
	5. Repair the bypass stack damper position indication and control to balance the HRSG gas and steam temperatures and have them be repeatable on every startup.  The optimized procedure will result in repeatable results to achieve process control.
	6. Consider modifying the turbine before the seat drains to rout them to the condenser with a new sparger below the normal water level to recover the water and to improve the oxygen removal in the condensate in the hotwell.
	7. Evaluate existing superheater drain performance during startups to determine the cost effectiveness of a new thermal drain system with level actuated drain pots to removal all condensate for all conditions, including startup.
	8. Install temporary HRSG drain thermocouples to verify that drains are free of condensate during startup.
	9. Install new HPSH drain level pots and controls to remove any accumulated condensate on all startups based on the results of Item 8.
	10. Isolate superheater drain piping for single pressure runs to the blowdown tank.
	11. Inspection of the low pressure (LP) evaporator and outlet piping for flow accelerated corrosion (FAC) damage is recommended.  Inspection locations in the feedwater heater near the outlet are suspect locations.  Inspection details may be provided upon request.
	12. Inspection of the condensate preheater lower headers and outlet connection is recommended due to the thermal shock.  Inspection details may be provided upon request.
	13. Inspection of HPSH 2 lower headers and drain connections for thermal shock damage is recommended.  Inspection details may be provided upon request.
	14. Install temporary thermocouples on the HPSH attemperator outlet pipe to confirm the thermal shock damage in the piping after the spray header or liner.  Installation details may be provided upon request.
	15. Provide operator alarms for thick metal component temperature rate of change and revise training and procedures as appropriate to achieve effective rates of change under cold, warm, and hot starts for slow, medium, and fast startups.  For steam-touched components, ramp rates with an absolute value greater than 700°F per hour are considered very damaging.  The recommended upper limit for steam-touched components is 400°F per hour.  The recommended upper limit for water-touched components is 200°F per hour.  For water-touched components (e.g., feedwater heaters) the thermal ramp rates with an absolute value greater than 400°F per hour are considered very damaging.  The limits are based on the maximum change in temperature in a 15minute interval multiplied by 4 (60 min/15 min) to get an equivalent hourly thermal ramp rate.  Alarm and cost monitoring can be provided by Intertek’s COSTCOM( or Cycle Advisor by GE/Intertek.
	16. Start the economizer recirculation pumps (A, or A and B) as soon as the bypass stack damper is opened to the HRSG rather than waiting until Step 59 in the cold startup procedure.  This will reduce the thermal stratification and shock in the condensate preheater and prevent future failures.  The pumps should run for temperature balancing at low load conditions to prevent stratification in the preheater from hot CT gases laning through the HRSG.
	17. The LP drum also should have increased flow during startup to reduce the thermal shock and the increase of steam blowdown to the condenser hot well or drains would reduce the peak ramp rates and balance out the damaging transients.
	18. Install on-line chemistry monitoring as planned to manage the startup and operating water chemistry from the control room and reduce the wet chemistry testing that is currently required for all startups. The on-line requirement items are the pH, dissolved oxygen, and conductivity.
	19. Follow the Electric Power Research Institute best practices water chemistry guidelines to minimize water chemistry related damage.  Several current practices should be considered for revision (e.g., condenser storage tank vented to atmosphere, dissolved oxygen control in condensate and feedwater to minimize FAC damage and oxygen pitting, demineralized water quality during peak usage).  Feedwater treatment using an oxygen scavenger chemical is not recommended.  This had been utilized for several years but it has now been revised to a new GE Betz product DEHA that also contains an oxygen scavenger.
	20. The current practice of breaking vacuum for an overnight cycle should be revised to maintain vacuum while off-line for 8 hours or less using the vacuum pumps and waste heat steam from the HRSG for the turbine steam seals.  Testing will validate the best practice and off-line times using the available steam for the steam seals.  A reduced pressure at startup will benefit the steam temperature matching on startup.
	21. Operators should monitor and document temperature ramp rates.  Excessive ramp rates should be alarmed and carefully monitored for critical components.  Intertek AIM has provided a list of process data points that should be monitored for rate of change impacts on thermal cycling (refer to Section 3).
	22. Freeze protection appears to be well established but daily operation of the unit is required in cold weather to prevent damage.  In the unlikely condition where the unit is not running during cold weather, the unit might be modified with steam spargers in the HP and LP lower headers to keep the unit hot and ready for startup.
	23. The routine use of condenser tube cleaners would benefit the operating heat rate.  That cleaning could be done while the unit was off-line for cycling.  The unit has had trips due to low vacuum and it operates near limits in the warm summer weather.
	24. Operators should be trained to operate the plant at "least cost".  To be effective at least cost operation, it would be helpful to have cycling wear and tear costs displayed for each actual transient in real time with guidance tools such as Intertek AIM’s COSTCOM software for temperature range, ramp rate, and temperature limitation, including cycling cost impact.  The plant operators need more guidance on key component ramp rates during transient operations.  Plant ramp rates can be increased when needed during emergency and high profit times when the market rates ($/MWHr) are high and can be reduced when the market prices are low.  COSTCOM should be considered for the plant, as it provides both ramp rate guidance and absolute temperature limitation visual alerts in real time, using colors to reflect current conditions and actual cycling costs at a glance.
	25. A cycling countermeasure for the CT would be to slow down the starting and loading and use the bypass stack damper in combination with the steam drains and dumps for temperature blending.  Slight modification will provide large benefit with little impact on the total startup time to being ready for control.
	26. Reduce CT load when blending on cold starts until the steam turbine is warmed and on-line. This may require modifying the CT MW ramp rate to optimize the balance between generation flexibility and minimized thermal shocking.
	Section 1
	INTRODUCTION
	Gainesville Regional Utilities (GRU) J. R. Kelly Combined-Cycle Station, Unit 1 (Kelly CC1) is a 120 MW combined-cycle unit with a one-on-one configuration, located near downtown Gainesville, Florida.  This plant was originally built as a conventional steam plant, but the new combined-cycle unit was connected to the existing steam turbine and started commercial operation on May 1, 2002.  The plant is described on the data sheet table in Appendix D.  The plant was a daily cycler, tied directly to the GRU distribution grid operated to support the system demands in combination with the baseloaded coal plants at GRU’s Deerhaven station as a low cost power producer.
	The major components of the 120 MW Kelly CC1 include:
	 Combustion turbine (CT), a GE 7EA, 114E1384.
	 CT generator, General Electric air-cooled, 3,600 rpm.
	 Exciter.
	 Applied Thermal Systems double pressure non-reheat heat recovery steam generator (HRSG), Job 1149.
	 HRSG includes a bypass stack with clam shell damper.
	 Water injection for NOx emissions control when firing diesel fuel.
	 Westinghouse 70 MW steam turbine (ST) generator was part of the existing plant.  Original design was 950°F with 525,000 lbs/hour steam flow.  Westinghouse turbine generator, 3,600 rpm, is hydrogen-cooled.
	 Single shell condenser with copper alloy tubes.
	 Mechanical draft cooling tower.
	 US Filter EDI- and mixed-bed demineralized water treatment system with 55 gallons per minute (gpm) output, with five tanks that in total have 75,000 gallons of condensate storage.
	 The CT had accumulated 2,240 actual starts with 198 trips and 30,550 fired hours, as of November 2012.
	 The permanent staff at this facility consists of approximately 16 operators plus maintenance support and the management to complete the team.  The plant is manned 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
	The GRU power demand is normally about 400 MW capacity, with 100 MW of renewable power generation being added to the system in June 2014.  This new generation with seasonal load variations will result in significant load following and cycling of the remaining units for balancing of the generation and system load.  The contracted power from the renewable unit and Deerhaven coal units will provide baseload and low cost coal baseload generation and will cause the system to cycle and Kelly CC1 and/or other GRU units to operate frequently in a high cycling mode.
	The unit cycles down to 60 MW net load but has operated as low as 45 MW and cycles off-line for lower demand loads.  It may operate in a simple cycle mode with the CT at the normal startup set point of 30 to 35 MW.
	Now, with an understanding of the need for cycling and some background on the plant equipment, this report will analyze and quantify the historical and near-term future costs of cycling for Kelly CC1.  We will identify potential problem areas related to past and future cyclic operation that would increase costs, and we will develop a high level list of recommended countermeasures for GRU to competitively manage the asset.
	The analysis includes past station operations and cycles using megawatt production data, cost data, and critical process data to understand the total cost attributable to cycling damage.  The analyses identified are presented in four sections, and each section is used in the development of the cost of cycling and countermeasures to manage the cycling costs.
	The sections are:
	1. Damage Modeling – This uses the historical generation information and counts the load cycles and equivalent cycles for the unit.
	2. Top-down Analysis and Benchmarking – This is a detailed comparison to similar units in the Intertek AIM database to determine future cycling costs for GRU.
	3. Signature Data Analysis – This uses the current real operating data to determine the damage rates on critical components for several types of cycles.
	4. Bottom-up Analysis – This second analysis of costs is a component by component analysis of the available plant’s actual historical costs with design reviews, failure analysis, and plant interviews for validation of findings.
	Section 2
	DAMAGE MODELING
	2.1 DAMAGE MODELING
	2.1.1 Model Description
	2.1.2 Damage Model Results and Operational Histories

	2.2  STATISTICAL REGRESSION OF DAMAGE COSTS
	2.2.1 Cost and Equivalent Forced Outage Rate Data Sources
	2.2.2 The Basic Regression Approach
	2.2.3 Equation for Annual Costs
	2.2.4 Cost per Equivalent Hot Start
	2.2.5 Accounting for Uncertainty
	2.2.6 Results of Top-Down Statistical Regression
	2.2.7 Estimates of Typical Cycle Costs


	Intertek AIM has found that reasonably accurate estimates of total unit cycling costs can be derived using a regression analysis of historical unit damage with historical cost and equivalent forced outages, along with component-specific data that indicate the breakdown of cycling costs among various cycle types (e.g., hot, warm, and cold starts, and load follows).  As a first step in this methodology, Intertek AIM ran its proprietary damage modeling software (Loads ModelTM) and provided comparative analysis of each of the units at Kelly CC, a 110 MW natural gas-fired combined-cycle generation facility.  The results of the Loads Model runs are provided in this section.
	One way to model cycling-related damage for any component in a fossil power plant is by direct damage modeling.  This type of modeling could combine physical measurements, taken while the component is on-line (e.g., pressure, temperature, strain, and heat flux), with state-of-the-art stress analyses and damage algorithms to produce a detailed estimate of the amount of damage suffered by the particular component.
	However, this type of analysis would require substantial time, data collection, and funding, and would still be subject to the uncertainties of component life analysis.  To limit the cost of analyzing all critical components in the unit and to improve the accuracy of cost estimates, a general damage resources model, developed by Intertek AIM, was employed in this project.  This model is intended to provide information on the cycling-related damage for the entire unit.  It is founded on physical models and uses plant temperature and other signature data to provide cross-validation with MW changes, but requires only hourly MW “loads” data to estimate damage.  (Note:  In this section of the report, the term “loads” refers to the MW output of the unit, not forces, moments, or temperatures.)  Relying solely on hourly MW unit load data is an inherent advantage due to the fact that these types of data are more readily available.  In addition, hourly MW data provide an accurate history of past unit operations.
	The general damage model was based on an Intertek AIM proprietary computer code that has been tested and employed on over 400 previous fossil plant cycling studies.  The model is very flexible, adaptable, and general.  It accounts for creep damage, fatigue damage, erosion, corrosion, and all other types of damage that are known to occur in fossil power plants.
	The damage model has been calibrated several different ways.  The two most important methods are:
	 Predicting Later Cycling Costs from Earlier Ones.  Benchmarking studies have been performed which ask the top-down model to predict later costs using only the early portion of cost data from the units’ database.  Comparison of the predicted costs with the actual past costs has helped to calibrate and improve the cycling damage and cost models.  The model has been calibrated to accurately reflect past costs and should predict future costs with reasonable accuracy.
	 Comparing Cycling Cost Estimates with “Bottom-up” Results.  A bottom-up approach to calculating cycling costs requires a very detailed and comprehensive accounting.  This accounting would include a diary of all past equipment failures and all maintenance activities.  From these data and an understanding of the active damage mechanisms for each piece of equipment and their root causes, the costs of cycling as a function of cycling events can be developed for each piece of equipment.  The cycling-related cost divided by the number of cycles (as defined later) results in a cost per cycle.  This type of analysis has been performed for many different unit types at different power companies.  Reasonably close agreement between the bottom-up and top-down estimates serves to confirm the models and these analyses.
	Further discussions of the nature of Intertek AIM’s general unit damage model are presented in Appendix A.
	The Loads Model is an MW-output-based damage model that counts all fatigue cycles, creep, and fatigue-creep interaction.  The damage accumulation rates computed by Intertek AIM's Loads Model are related to the fatigue damage emanating from an idealized gentle load transient known as an equivalent hot start (EHS).  The model takes hourly MW data as input to calculate the EHS.
	Intertek AIM received hourly MW data for each of the units of the Kelly CC plant for this purpose (3Q 2002 – 4Q 2011).  Since, the plant information (PI) archive data received had several hours where the archive was off-line; we supplemented the hourly MW data with data downloaded from EPA-CEMS.  The EPA-CEMS had the CT MW data from 2Q 2001 onward and the same was incorporated in our analysis.  No separate ST data were available on the CEMS database.  Figures 21 and 22 plot the hourly MW data used in our Loads Model analyses of Kelly CC.
	Figures 23 and 2-4 show histograms of these units’ hourly MW output.  In these histogram plots it is easy to observe that the ST and the CT units both run at or close to capacity for a large percentage of on-line hours.
	Using the hourly MW data for the years 2001 through 2011, we also used the damage model to determine the relative damage of “typical” hot, warm, and cold start cycles of Kelly CC units in relation to our normalized damage parameter, EHS.  The average cycling damage of the units from cycling operations is summarized in Figure 25.
	Both units’ total damage statistics reflect that the units have over 95% cyclic versus steady load damage in terms of EHS.  The bottom-up analysis, will be used to corroborate the actual dollars spent.
	Tables 21 and 2-2 show the quarterly Loads Model results for the CT and ST.  The cycling damage given in EHS and the number of hot, warm, cold, and days over 105% rating are tabulated.
	It should be noted that several days of data were missing in the case of the ST.  However, the CT unit is capable of running in simple cycle mode with bypass dampers.  Since no data were available on the EPA CEMS database either, we used data provided by the plant only.  The ST had a major generator-related outage and the Loads Model was able to account for these missing operational data.
	The CT warm start uses the bypass stack at 40% to 60% open.  Table 23 shows the ramp rate, range and total number of starts for the Kelly CC units.  The range of MW on hot, warm, and cold starts on the CT is similar (about 90% of the gross dependable capacity (GDC)).  In the case of the ST, MW range on the hot start is higher (98%) than that of the warm start (92%) and the cold start (88%).  Given the size of the units, this MW range is typical and similar to other units we have examined.  However, the average ramp rate (%GDC/hr) for the CT warm start (54%) is higher than the cold start (52%) and hot start ramp rates (44%).  High ramp rates can typically contribute significantly to the total fatigue damage at the unit.  The ST ramp rates are similar for all start types (30%).  It must be noted that, cold starts are typically more damaging than warm starts, which are more damaging than a hot start.  With a very large number of cold starts on the CT, it is expected that the cold starts contribute the most amount of damage on the CT as a percent of total damage.  On the other hand, the ST has a higher proportion of hot starts compared to other start types, resulting in lower total damage.  However, the sheer number of these starts has resulted in Kelly CC having a relatively high average damage per year.
	The quarterly cycling damage for each unit is plotted in Figures 26 and 27.  The general trend over the study period is of increasing damage.  This trend is more apparent in the case of the ST.  It should be noted that several days of data were missing in the case of the ST and some of this trend is representative of that.
	The quarterly starts and significant load following for the Kelly CC units are plotted in Figures 28 and 29.  It is clear from these figures that the number of cold starts for Kelly CT is significantly higher than hot and warm starts.  With over 1,200 cold starts in the 10year study period, the unit has one of the highest cold start numbers in our database of similar units.  In the case of the ST units, the number of hot starts is higher than the warm and cold starts for each of the quarters.  The unit has almost 1,000 hot starts in the 7 years analyzed resulting in a large amount of latent damage accumulated for the ST, as well as the CT.  This latent damage is apparent when we evaluate the cost per cycle, which is relatively low now, but is expected to increase significantly in the future.  The CT consistently has over 150 total annual starts, while the ST averages about 150 total starts annually, with the Calendar Year 2011 having almost 221 starts on the CT and 207 starts on the ST.  It is evident that the unit performs more on/off cycling than load cycling.
	Figure 2-10 shows the annual cycling statistics for the Kelly CC plant.  Clearly, since 2008, the units have seen a steady increase in on/off cycling.
	Finally, Figures 2-11 and 2-12 show the cycling-related damage for the gas turbine (GT) and ST at Kelly CC, respectively.  Cold starts are far more damaging than hot starts for both the GT and the ST at Kelly.  The average damage per cycle from cold starts is almost three times that of a hot start for the GT and 2.5 times for the ST.  Note that the average damage per load cycling is low; however, several such cycles can quickly accumulate to cause significant damage.  However, the cost for this unit to cycle is low compared to our benchmark CC unit, as discussed in later sections.
	Intertek AIM has developed an equation that defines the total cost of cycling as the sum of the following five distinct elements:
	1. Increases in maintenance, operation (excluding fixed costs), and overhaul capital expenditures
	2. Increased time-averaged replacement energy and capacity cost due to increased EFOR
	3. Increase in the cost of heat rate changes due to low load and variable load operation
	4. Increase in the cost of startup fuel, auxiliary power, chemicals, water, and extra manpower for startups
	5. Cost of long-term heat rate increases (i.e., efficiency loss)
	The impacts of heat rate changes (Items 3 and 5) above are not included in our analyses for the Kelly CC power plant.  To estimate the “wear and tear” costs of Items 1 and 2 listed above, Intertek AIM’s top-down statistical method uses a mathematical regression technique to calculate the present value of the lagged wear-and-tear cost of the next additional cycle.  The basis for the top-down regression analysis is made by examining calendar time trends in maintenance (including capital) and EFOR-related costs, and obtaining an independent quantitative relation between cycling and these time-varying costs for the plant.  The process involves a complex nonlinear optimization of power plant cycles and capital maintenance-related costs at the plant.
	Intertek AIM obtained capital, maintenance, and operations (C+O&M) cost data for the selected units (CT, HRSG, ST) for the years 2002 through 2012 from the plant staff.  In addition to this, we also obtained budget projections for 2013.  These data were used in the regression analysis.
	Intertek AIM staff manually screened the cost data by eliminating all costs that are clearly not related to cycling from statistical consideration.  These typically include base operations and maintenance (O&M), fixed staff salaries and benefits, buildings and grounds maintenance, plant security costs, and large environmental emissions projects.  From other plant equipment, we further screened the entries that clearly had nothing to do with cycling damage.  The remaining unscreened costs are then included in our top-down statistical model, which itself further screens out non-cycling-related costs.
	Examples of non-cycling-related plant equipment degradation costs include items such as boiler tube erosion, which is also typically not cycling-related.
	The plant staff provided equivalent forced outage rate (EFOR) data for the CT for 2001 to 2012 and the ST data from 2002 to 2012.  Intertek AIM’s top-down method uses the annual equivalent forced outage hours (EFOH) behind the EFOR values provided in that database, along with average annual power replacement costs for each of  the units.  The replacement power cost provided by the plant was from 2005 through 2012, and Intertek AIM, used U.S. Natural Gas prices to fit data historically (Figure 2-13).
	The underlying premise of the regression approach is that cycling directly causes a significant proportion of annual non-fuel unit costs.  The independent cycling-related variable was taken to be annual EHS, ei, where "i" represents a calendar year for which enough historical MW load and cost data for each unit were provided to run the regression fit procedure.  This annual measure of cycling damage, EHS, was estimated from the general damage model described in this section.
	As detailed later in this section, Intertek AIM first lightly screens total costs to eliminate only those that bear no relation to unit loading, like buildings and grounds expenses.  Costs remaining after this initial screen are called “candidate” costs.  Therefore, the dependent variable was an estimate of annual candidate cost “C”.  This variable represented the total candidate annual capital, maintenance, and forced outage cost, independent of whether the cost was actually due to cycling or not.  The proportion of C associated with cycling was estimated from the regression method.  In this study, two definitions were used:
	C = MC + MRCC (21)
	or,
	C = MC + MRCC + EFORC (22)
	where,
	MC = Ongoing annual maintenance cost
	MRCC = Annual maintenance-related capital costs
	EFORC = Annual EFOR-related costs
	As shown in Equations 21 and 22 above, total cost (C), was taken to include two key components affected by cycling, maintenance (MC + MRCC), and forced outage (EFORC) costs.  Maintenance cost was modeled by starting with plant financial cost data, adjusting for inflation, and smoothing the data in most cases, as discussed below.  The following regression equation was developed to relate costs to cycling:
	C = MC + MRCC + EFORC (23)
	C = C(t, ei) = A + F(t) + G(ei), for i = 0, 5 (24)
	Where, C was the total inflation-adjusted annual capital and maintenance (and, for some analyses, forced outage) costs for each unit for any given year.  The current year is denoted by i = 0.  F(t) is a function of t, the total number of EHS cycles since the unit was installed.  G(ei) is a function of the last six annual EHS values, ei for i = 0 to 5.  The symbol “eo” is the number of EHS for the current year, e1 for the previous year, and e5 for 5 years before the current year.  Coefficient “A” represents unspecified equipment wear and tear (EFOR, capital, and maintenance) costs that are apparently independent of prior unit generation and cycling.  An example would not be a cost like painting a building, because those costs would have been previously screened out.  Instead, “A” flows directly from the regression analysis and represents unspecified annual wear and tear costs that do not correlate with prior annual cycling.
	To avoid overstating the effects of cycling, the best-estimate “A” values were purposely constrained to be between 50% and 80% of the average annual total cost, C for the regression analyses reported below.  These non-cycling-related costs are typically higher for most combined-cycle and combustion turbine units.  The percentages were based on our experience with units at other utilities and on results from other tasks in this project.
	The function F(t) is the cumulative effect of all EHS prior to the current year, while G(ei) is the cost impact focusing especially on the most recent 6 years of operation.  Since this constraint was imposed on the A coefficient in the top-down analysis, it indirectly influences our benchmarking cycling costs estimates for HELCO and MECO.
	In all, there are nine coefficients used to relate costs to the EHS, and several regression constraints used to limit the relative costs of the three terms to reasonable ranges.  In this way, the regression covered both:  (1) cumulative generation and, thus, accumulated cycling damage (t = SUM (ej) for i = installation year to the current year, and (2) more immediate annual damage over the most recent years.
	The final desired result was the cost of a single hot start superimposed on the background of cycling transients.  Once the coefficients were determined by fitting historical cycling and cost data, this cost per added hot start was calculated by taking the derivative of Eq. 24 with respect to EHS.  The result is:
	dC/de = dF/de + dG/de (2 5)
	This equation is the basis of all cost-per-cycle estimates in this section.
	There will always be some uncertainty in the statistical regression method for various reasons, including:
	 Limited sample size
	 Noise inherent in variations of annual cost and cycling characteristics
	 Both standard and heuristic numerical procedures
	Intertek AIM’s treatment of these uncertainties is discussed in Appendix B.
	The statistical models described above were used to develop best estimates of the total unit equipment damage costs due to cycling, which include incremental EFOR, capital, and maintenance costs.  The summary results are discussed in the Executive Summary of this report.  These costs are first estimated for an EHS, and then estimated for the typical cycles experienced by each unit, as described below.
	Event costs dominate the cycling costs at Kelly CC.  Due to the long outages, and high peak price for replacement power cost, the contribution of forced outage cost to the total cycling cost is very high (Figure 2-14).  Figure 215 shows the results of this analysis for Kelly CT and the resulting best estimate of $11,880 per EHS.  While, the plot shows good agreement between the actual candidate costs collected and the estimated costs estimated for 2002 through 2013, there is relatively high uncertainty due to the high forced outage costs. The coefficient of variation (COV) for the regression analysis is 50%, representing this uncertainty.  We then performed a statistical uncertainty analysis (described in Appendix B) to establish lower and upper bounds.  The upper and lower bounds for the Kelly CT were $41,820 per EHS and $470 per EHS, respectively.  It should be noted that there is greater uncertainty in these bounds than in the best estimate cost of $11,880 per EHS.
	As mentioned earlier, the event forced outage costs dominate the total cost per EHS.  For the Kelly CT, the wear and tear cost per EHS is $2,419.
	Similar estimates of the upper, lower, and costs without EFOR were generated for the Kelly CC HRSG and the ST, and the best estimate plots are presented here in Figures 2-16 and 2-17. These figures show the best estimate of costs per EHS for the HRSG is $6,610 (COV% = 47%) and the ST is $11,010 (COV% = 45%).  The best estimate wear and tear costs without EFOR cost for the Kelly CT, HRSG and ST are $2,419, $379 and $1,559 per EHS, respectively.  The best estimate, total wear and tear cost without EFOR for the Kelly CC plant is $4,357 ($29,505 with EFOR).  The without EFOR cost per EHS result fits well with our knowledge of similar 960°F/720 psig machine with a 7E CT; however, the very high replacement power cost at the plant add uncertainty to our results.  The cost per cycle determined in the top-down methodology is quite similar to the bottom-up result determined in Section 4, and adds credibility to our methodology.
	The previous section provides cycling cost estimates for the cycling costs per EHS, Intertek AIM’s normalized damage parameter.  This provides the rate at which damage and costs are incurred at each plant. The actual damage (and costs) accumulated per typical hot, warm, and cold start is a function of how each unit is operated during the cycles.  Intertek AIM studied the typical MW ramp rates and the temperature ranges and ramp rates at during load transients to assess relative damage between cycle types, and between the studied units and other comparable units Intertek AIM has studied.  Tables 24 through 27 give Intertek AIM’s best estimates, along with upper and lower bounds for typical hot, warm, cold start, and significant load follow cycles.
	The top down best estimate cost per “typical” hot, warm, and cold start for Kelly CC is $4,602 (no EFOR), $8,200 (no EFOR) and $12,487 (no EFOR).  The cost per significant load follow for Kelly CC is $411 (no EFOR).
	Including the EFOR costs results in $31,524 per typical hot start, $56,000 per warm start, and $85,353 per cold start.
	Each of these tables breaks down the cycling costs per load transient:
	 Cost of operation, which includes all maintenance, capitalized maintenance, and overhaul costs due to cycling operations.  It also includes the replacement energy costs due to forced outages (EFOR).
	 Cost of startup (fuel, water, and auxiliary power during startup operations).
	 The EFOR costs are broken out as a separate item, though they are included in the cost of operation above.
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	A significant amount of selected real-time monitoring data from the GRU Kelly CC1 combined-cycle was selected, collected, processed, and analyzed.  The data were obtained for each type of typical transient operation (hot starts, warm starts, cold starts, shutdowns, trips, and load follows) from the GRU Kelly CC1 data historian database.  These data are referred to as “cycling signature data” because they provide an operating-signature of the unit from which indications of the damage mechanisms, damage incurred, and accumulation rates that may occur as a result of cycling operations are given.  The signature data are also used in Intertek AIM’s component-by-component engineering review (the bottom-up analysis) that is reported in Section 4 of this report, as these data can indicate operations and/or design problems that will accelerate damage and failures.  It should be emphasized that the signature data provided for each cycle type (e.g., hot, warm, and cold starts, shutdown, and load follows) are only samples of what was reported to be representative or typical operations by GRU.  While the quantity and quality of data may be limited, Intertek AIM checks that the signature data provided by GRU is typical of the transient studied to ensure the selected transients are typical megawatt (MW) ramp rates.  Therefore, it is believed that the signature data provide considerable important information.
	Signature data consist of a variety of unit operating variables, particularly temperatures that are recorded during typical startups and shutdowns with a one-minute sampling rate.  The start types (hot, warm, and cold) are determined by examining the number of off-line hours before the start.  These definitions for start type were approved by GRU.  Since the unit is a combined-cycle it has different hot, warm, and cold start definitions for the CT/HRSG compared to the ST.  For the ST, if the unit has been off-line more than 72 hours it is considered a cold start.  The warm start for the ST occurs if the unit is off-line 12 to 72 hours.  The ST hot start has an off-line period of less than 11 hours.  For the CT and HRSG, if the CT has been off-line more than 40 hours it is considered a cold start.  The CT/HRSG warm start occurs if the unit is off-line 5 to 40 hours.  The hot start has an off-line period of less than 5 hours.  The signature data were collected for the critical components which include the HPSH, HP feedwater heater, LP superheater, HP economizer, HP steam drum, and ST components, that have steam temperatures measured in the ST nozzle chamber, ST bolt, ST flange, ST throttle.  The temperatures (in units of °F) observed at the beginning and end of any 15-minute period are used to calculate the temperature change for a moving 15-minute period.  A 15-minute time period is used because Intertek AIM has found that thick-walled components found in pressure vessels and piping need at least a 15-minute period for a temperature change to cause high thermal stress in the component.  These thermal ramp rates are expressed in units of °F/hour based on 15-minute moving window.  The overall temperature range (in units of °F) experienced by a component during the transient and thermal ramp rates are key indicators of cycling-related creep and fatigue damage.  Intertek AIM uses these parameters to quantify the relative severity of each unit’s load transients, as compared to a typical or average-severity transient for similar units that Intertek AIM has analyzed in the past, as well as standard industry practice and equipment manufacturer recommendations.
	Typical results for the GRU Kelly CC1 combined-cycle are presented in Figures 31 through 324.  These figures show the measured GT and ST MW loads, temperatures, and temperature ramp rates for typical startups, shutdown, and load follow cycles.  The data for the plant are separated into two areas for clarity:  thermal ramp rates and measured temperatures.  We also have separated the plots for the datapoints from the GT and ST from the datapoints for the HRSG and condensate preheater for clarity.
	The figures display the measured values and ramp rate plots for the GRU Kelly CC1 combined-cycle plant components most susceptible to cycling damage.  Note these plots do not represent all of the data measured and analyzed by Intertek AIM.  They provide a good and accurate representation of typical operations at the plant.  Now let’s review the analyses of the signature data from typical transient operations from Kelly CC1.
	First we look at a cold startup from Kelly CC1 on June 18, 2012.  Typically the most damaging transients are the cold starts.  Figure 31 plots data from the HRSG only.  On Figure 31 you can see of the CT MW output (with its scale on the right-axis) where it comes on-line at 7 a.m.  Note that the highest thermal ramp rates occur before coming on-line.  Extremely high and damaging thermal ramp rates were found for the HP steam out (maximum of 926°F/hr), HP feedwater header (210°F/hr), HPSH attemperator out (746°F/hr), HPSH attemperator in (827°F/hr), HPSH 2 lower header (1,180°F/hr), LP SH out (548°F/hr), and LP steam (775°F/hr).  Remember that our recommended maximum ramp rates for steam-touched components are 400°F/hr and 200°F/hr for water-touched components.  Any thermal ramp rates above 700°F/hr and 400°F/hr are deemed very damaging for steam-touched and water-touched components, respectively.  Thus, we are seeing some very damaging thermal ramp rates in the HRSG during the cold start.
	Figure 32 plots the thermal ramp rates for the ST and CT during the cold start.  Again, we saw extremely high and damaging thermal ramp rates for the ST nozzle chamber (1,096°F/hr), ST flange (562°F/hr), ST throttle (936°F/hr), ST HP steam temperature (848°F/hr), and U8 main turbine throttle steam temperature (948°F/hr).  These high ramp rates in the ST begin even before the ST generator syncs between (6 and 9 a.m.) for the ST HP steam temperature, the ST throttle temperature, and ST nozzle chamber.
	In Figure 33 we can see temperatures causing these high ramp rates.  See the steep temperature rise just prior to the CT coming on-line at 7 a.m.  By looking at the HPSH attemperator outlet temperature (HPSH attemp out temp #2) and comparing it to the HPSH attemperator inlet temperature (HPSH INL TEMP) you can see a problem with the attemperator controls or spray flow.  In Figure 34 see how the attemperator outlet temperature dips down and then up sharply at 8 a.m.  At this same time, the inlet temperature to the attemperator is rising or is steady above 900°F.  These sudden changes in the attemperator out temperature are causing the -400°F/hr and +500°F/hr very damaging thermal ramp rates that we can see in Figure 31 between 8 and 9 a.m.  This problem with the attemperator spray hardware or control system should be investigated and mitigated.
	Figure 35 shows plots of the ST and CT exhaust temperatures for the cold start.  The CT exhaust temperature rises steeply to 1,000°F as the CT MW ramps up.  The hot exhaust from the CT is the driving temperature for the high ramp thermal ramp rates seen in the HRSG in Figure 31.
	In summary, for the cold start, we observed extremely high and damaging thermal ramp rates in the HRSG (HPSH, HPSH 2, HPSH attemperator out, feedwater heater, LP SH outlet, LP steam)  and in the ST (nozzle chamber, turbine bolt, turbine flange, and turbine throttle temperatures).  The plots of the HPSH steam temperature after the attemperator spray shows problems with the spray control.
	Next look at the warm start thermal ramp rates in Figures 36 through 310 from April 9, 2012.  Figure 36 plots the GT and ST warm start ramp rates.  Like the cold start, we see very high and damaging ramp rates in the ST nozzle chamber (1,189°F/hr), ST flange (596°F/hr), ST throttle (915°F/hr), LP steam (791°F/hr) and ST HP steam temperature (1,572°F/hr).  Again the highest thermal ramp rates occurred around 10 a.m. before the ST comes on-line.  The table at the bottom of the page in Figure 36 shows the maximum thermal ramp rate during the warm start.  All of the ramp rates that are higher than the recommended values are highlighted in yellow.  Note that all but two of the 26 measurements are highlighted as being high.
	Figure 37 plots the HRSG and condensate preheater thermal ramp rates for the warm start.  Here again all of the peak thermal ramp rates are extremely high in the HRSG.  The highest, most damaging ramp rates that can be controlled are in the HPSH attemperator (1,624°F/hr) and the HPSH 2 lower header (1,560°F/hr).  These peak ramp rates occurred when the GT is ramping up in MW between 9:30 and 10:30 a.m.
	The temperature measurements for the ramp rate plots in Figure 36 and 37 are shown in Figures 38 and 39.  Again, in Figures 39 and 310 you can see the problem with the attemperator spray as the HPSH attemperator temperature out dips from 880°F to 700°F at 10 a.m.  This sudden dip causes the -500°F/hr thermal ramp rate, which we saw in Figure 37.
	Next we look at a shutdown and hot start from May 11, 2012 (Figures 311 through 318).  The thermal ramp rates for the ST and GT hot start are shown in Figure 311.  This shutdown and startup is less damaging than the cold start and warm start.  The startup has very damaging ramp rate in the ST nozzle chamber (600°F/hr).  The CT exhaust temperature has a maximum thermal ramp rate of 1,606°F/hr, but this high rate is typical for combined-cycle plants.  Figure 312 plots the entire shutdown and hot start for the HRSG temperatures.  A closer view of the shutdown and GT and ST startups are shown in Figure 313 (shutdown and GT start) and 314 (ST start), which show very damaging ramp rates for the HP steam outlet temperature (-521°F/hr for the shutdown and 1,131°F/hr for the hot start), condensate preheater (613°F/hr), HPSH attemperator inlet steam temperature (1,036°F/hr) and HPSH 2 lower header (1,708°F/hr).
	The temperature measurements during the shutdown and hot start are plotted in Figure 315 for the ST and GT measurements and Figure 316 for the HRSG and condensate preheater.  Again, as with the cold start and warm start, we see a problem with HPSH attemperator outlet temperature at about 10 a.m.  The HPSH steam temperature after the attemperator has large temperature swings, as much as 300°F.  This rapid changing HPSH attemperator outlet temperature is shown in detail in Figures 317 and 318.
	Next, we look at another hot start from July 12, 2010 (Figures 319 and 320).  This hot start shows much higher thermal ramp rates than the hot start from May 2012.  Figure 319 plots the GT and ST data point ramp rates for the hot start.  It shows high and damaging thermal ramp rates in the ST nozzle chamber (990°F/hr), the ST throttle temperature (608°F/hr), ST HP steam temperature (1,000°F/hr), and main turbine throttle temperature (617°F/hr).  Figure 320 shows the high thermal ramp rates in the HP feedwater heater header (-226°F/hr, remember this is a water-touched component and, as such, has a recommended maximum of 200°F/hr), condensate preheater (477°F/hr), HPSH (1,099°F/hr), HPSH 2 lower header (921°F/hr), and HP steam out temperature (902°F/hr).  These higher thermal ramp rates compared to the other hot start from May 2012 show the variability of each start
	The last transient we examine here is load following from April 24 to April 27, 2012.  Figures 321 through 324 show measurements from several ramp rates for the GT from 85 MW down to 55 MW and back up to 85 MW.  Figure 321 shows the thermal ramp rates in the HRSG.  Figure 322 plots the ramp rates in the GT and ST.  As expected, the load follow thermal ramp rates are not very damaging with the maximum ramp rate of -299°F/hr in the HPSH attemperator outlet temperature.  The temperatures in the HRSG and GT-ST are plotted in Figures 323 and 324 for these load follows.
	Summarizing the results of the signature data analysis of the hot start, warm starts, cold starts, and shutdowns, we find high damaging cycling ramp rates in the following components: in the HRSG (the condensate preheater, LP SH outlet, LP steam, HPSH 2 lower header, the HPSH, HPSH 2, and the HPSH attemperator outlet) and in the ST (the nozzle chamber, the turbine bolt, turbine flange, and turbine throttle).  The ramp rates for these critical areas are much higher than our recommended limits and the components are now incurring much damage.
	 These components and their data point measurements should be investigated further to ascertain the root cause of the high ramp rates.  Operational methods and hardware improvements to reduce the observed high ramp rates should also be evaluated.
	The maximum thermal ramp rates for selected components: ST nozzle chamber, LP feedwater header, HPSH attemperator inlet, HP steam drum saturated steam, and CT exhaust temperature are summarized in a bar chart in Figure 325.  The high damaging ramp rates above the recommended limit of 400°F/hr are clearly evident for the steam nozzle chamber (for hot, warm, and cold starts), HPSH attemperator inlet (for hot, warm, and cold starts), and HP steam drum (for warm start).  The water-touched LP feedwater header ramp rates are higher than the recommended limit (> 200°F/hr) for warm starts.  These high ramp rates should be investigated and mitigated.  The overall temperature range (the difference in maximum and minimum) for the transients are plotted in Figure 326.  In general you can see that the greatest damage occurs during the warm and cold starts as these have the greatest ramp rates and temperature ranges.  The ramp rates and temperature ranges for the load follows are rather benign for these components.
	The plant operators need more guidance on key component ramp rates during transient operations to control and mitigate these very high thermal ramp rates.  Plant ramp rates can be increased when needed during emergency and high profit times when the market rates, $/MWhr, are high and can be reduced when the market prices are low.  In the next phase of this Cost of Cycling project, Intertek AIM’s COSTCOM software system will be calibrated and implemented for the plant.  It will provide both ramp rate guidance and absolute temperature limitation alerts in real time, as well as actual cycling costs.
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	This report is intended to provide a summation of all identifiable cycling costs associated with operation of Kelly CC1 between January 2002 and December 2012.  All cost estimates and damages are specific to Kelly CC1 or identified as Kelly CT4 and ST8 as supplied from work orders, capital expenditures, and EFOR event descriptions supplied to Intertek AIM by GRU.  The bottom-up evaluation seeks the relative distribution of the cycling costs among the various components to provide a methodology for evaluating potential opportunities for improvement.  In addition, past improvements, existing damage, and planned improvements (such as the CT modification to the GE 7EA) that have not yet resulted in failures can also be taken into account during the bottom-up evaluation, allowing for consideration of a changing cycling cost.  The bottom-up analysis brings together all the available information gathered, including review of design data, operations signature data analysis, operating procedures, failure events, overhaul reports, maintenance work orders or capital improvements, insight from key personnel interviews, and reviews, so that it becomes the independent analysis that ties all the inputs together.  The bottom-up analysis is an independent validation of the statistical cost of cycling model.
	As a key part of Task 1 identified in the GRU purchase order, this analysis provides the best engineering estimate of the cost of an EHS (less fuel), which is shown in Table 41.  The cycling cost analysis estimates are presented and discussed to identify which component systems are most affected by cycling, and which, if any, would be the best candidates for modifications, including capital expenditures to reduce the cost during future cycles.  The bottom-up evaluation has also made an attempt to identify damage that has already occurred in the components but has not yet resulted in failure.  This life consumption and the reduced remaining useful life of the components may be placing those components on the verge of necessary repairs or replacements to prevent failures and the resulting partial or full load outages.  The cost of those outages and lost generation are a real but seldom apparent cost of cycling.  Typical of these latent costs would be the damage accumulation in the combustion turbine, the steam turbine and the HRSG HPSH lower header that was only partially replaced.
	The cost analysis does not include those costs that are considered as overhead or base costs, such as normal operations, shift personnel, or structural maintenance costs like painting or building maintenance.  The bottom-up cycling cost evaluation considers real variable costs that can be summed from a thorough evaluation of past damage records and costs.  The cost data are for the period from January 2002 to December 2012 of operation for this station.  The cost data for the events includes all the history provided from July 2001 to December 2012.  This approach will provide a conservative estimated cost that is somewhat lower than the actual total cost of cycling, since not all of the latent damage in station components will be identified for this heavy cycling unit.  Some of that accumulated damage will be hidden and not yet identified or repaired, and can result in some highly probable outages and hidden costs.  This is reflected in the proposed capital budget for 2013 with the CT planned outage.  The use of the cost per cycle to forecast future costs should be implemented to forecast the CC1’s future costs.
	The evaluation strategy to identify cycling damage consists of five separate input parts includes:
	 Personnel interviews
	 Review of planned outage reports and unplanned failure events
	 Plant inspection and design review by Intertek AIM
	 Evaluation of signature data for Kelly Unit CC1
	 Operating and capital costs contained in the plant information system archives
	Costs of these cycling-related damages will also be discussed by groups of equipment specifically for Kelly CC1.
	The first part of this bottom-up report includes information compiled from discussions with Kelly Unit 1 and GRU corporate personnel during two site visits on October 18 and December 4 through 6, 2012.  Mr. John Lindsay is the project coordinator and was very helpful in facilitating many aspects of the plant visit.  He coordinated the plant interviews, and his support was key to scheduling the interviews and locating plant records.  His support during the site visit and continuing to provide the work order cost data was and is greatly appreciated.  The Director of Production, Ms. Mellissa Jones, and Production Manager, Mr. Terry Gordon, provided their support for the study.  Mr. Timothy Bates, Manager Outage and Major Maintenance, and Mr. Joe Shaw, Production Manager at Deerhaven, were also very supportive.  Informal interviews were conducted with each person according to their experience, position, and individual expertise by Mr. Douglas Hilleman, P.E., and supported by Mr. John Lindsay.
	The following team members were interviewed as scheduled on December 4 through 6, 2012:
	 Melissa Jones Director of Production
	 Terry Gordon Production Manager
	 Timothy Bates Outage & Major Maintenance Manager
	 Dino De Leo Director of Production Support
	 Joe Shaw Director of Production/ Deerhaven
	 Daniel Sweat Production Leader
	 George Demopoulos Maintenance Leader
	 Willie Dennis Shift Supervisor/Operations
	The plant now operates in a typical weekend cycling mode with about 100 on/off cycles per year total, as described in Section 2.  The 120 MW plant has experienced heavy cycling.  Operating history statistics in Section 2 reflect that the units have over 95% cyclic versus steady load damage.
	The heavy cycling and load following is considered to be a major contributor to problems with the CT damages and repair costs, including the generator failures, and outages.  Latent damage is anticipated in the HRSG and ST.
	Intertek AIM also reviewed the following key documents during this evaluation, including the following procedures:
	 GRU Kelly Facility Overview and Safety Orientation
	 Startup Procedure SOICC1-1 RECEIVED December 4, 2012
	 Startup Procedure SOICC1-2 RECEIVED December 4, 2012
	 Cold Startup Procedure SOICC1-3 RECEIVED December 4, 2012
	 Hot Startup Procedure SOICC1-4 RECEIVED December 4, 2012
	 Shut down Procedure SOICC1-5 RECEIVED December 4, 2012
	 Shut down Procedure SOICC1-6 RECEIVED December 4, 2012
	 Kelly CC1 control room system screen prints, 18 for operating conditions
	 Plant System Drawings (18) including Process and Instrumentation Diagrams
	 General Electric 7EA CT 114E1384 and Generator arrangement drawing
	 Applied Thermal Systems HRSG General arrangement and performance drawing
	 Condenser system P&ID drawing
	 Westinghouse Steam turbine and Generator arrangement/P&ID drawing
	 Energy Supply Capital Budget Plan FY13 to 17
	 2013 Outage List
	 2014 Outage List
	 CC1 Outage Schedule/ 2013 Winter Outage
	Kelly CC1 temperature, pressure, water chemistry, and flow signature data were provided for the following transient conditions, including:
	 Cold Starts
	 Warm Starts
	 Hot Starts
	 Load Following
	 Shutdowns
	The detailed signature data analysis is provided in Section 3 and only selected sections will be repeated in the bottom-up analysis for verification of cycling damages and countermeasures proposed.  The ramp rates shown are a key factor in assessing the amount of cycling damage for this design.  Intertek AIM makes specific reference to damaging conditions during startup and shutdown based on information provided for normal operation from the GRU Kelly database.  Temperature, pressure, and flow data were provided by Kelly operations and were assumed to be typical of Kelly’s past and current operation.
	The bottom-up engineering analysis components include the following:
	 Cost summary from work orders (operations, purchase orders, major maintenance costs, maintenance, and capital maintenance).
	 Cost summary of EFOR events (most events had no specific description of the outage).  It is recommended that an event cause record be kept for all outages in the future.  This will facilitate correction of components causing these events.
	 Issues identified – consequences of "do nothing scenario" versus remedial action
	 Design flaws and possible remedies.
	 Operating procedures – what could be safer/better/faster/lower cost/optimum.
	 Maintenance plans or procedures to minimize EFOR events and major maintenance costs.
	 Management issues – choose to take action based on risk and consequences, prioritizing action items, and verifying effectiveness of actions.
	The systems are investigated, studied, and normally reviewed down to specific components or an actionable level to discuss possible changes or modifications that can reduce the damage associated with cycling operation.  Without this detail provided in the bottom-up approach to cycling, we understand the cost of cycling from the top-down analysis but do not have specific items to address with countermeasures to reduce the future cost of cycling and perform any cost benefit analysis.
	The format of this section for bottom-up cost is divided into a selected set of systems, chosen for ease of reference, including benchmarking this unit to other units and similarity of design/ operation.  The cycling costs associated with each of these systems and subsystems will be analyzed to identify the most significant components subjected to cycling damage.
	Intertek AIM normally separates the presentation of justifiable cycling costs into these eight equipment groups for the combined-cycle station:
	 Fuel Systems and Components
	 Air and Gas Systems and Components
	 Service Water and Feedwater Systems and Components
	 HRSG Pressure Parts
	 Electrical and Control Systems and Components
	 ST/Generator/Valve Systems and Components
	 CT/Generator System and Components
	 Startup and Shutdown Support
	The costs of each group are shown in Table 41.  The available cost breakdown for Kelly CC1 was at a higher level.  The most detail available from the cost management systems was at the FERC account level for the CT, ST, HRSG, common, and overhaul costs.  Intertek AIM makes use of a summation program that extracts the cycling-related and non-cycling (baseloaded) EHS from hourly MW data and uses that value to calculate the cost per EHS to compare with our fleet of analyzed units.
	The GRU data for this Kelly unit analysis was sorted to remove overhead costs from those identified as cycling-related and was provided to Intertek AIM by GRU.  It was jointly reviewed on several occasions to confirm that all of the applicable data that were available had been included.  This was an extended review beyond what was originally budgeted.  The results are shown in Table 41 and in Figures 41 through 49.
	 Cost summary – This system has a small percentage of the cycling costs
	 No significant cycling issues identified
	Cost summary – This system has a small percentage of the cycling costs.
	Repairs to the HRSG inlet duct, bypass stack and damper, and expansion joint have resulted from the thermal cycling.  Minor corrosion of the 300 series stainless steel condensate preheater, LP feedwater heater baffles, and stack have occurred from wet flue gas during cycling and low load operation.
	Issues/Concerns
	 HRSG inlet duct and bypass stack damper damage was found during a prior inspection.  Some control problems with the inlet damper are occurring now.  They force the unit to start with a range of settings for the damper to manage the thermal ramp rates.  The high exhaust gas lows to the HRSG accelerates the thermal shock damage to the final SH and the dampers should be repaired.
	 Stack corrosion may be an issue below the isolation dampers.  The flue gas drops to 190°F on starts and runs at a low of 222°F in operation.  Inspection of the stack is recommended and nondestructive examination (NDE) should be performed to inspect the stack and baseline the corrosion rates.
	 Casing penetrations in the low pressure section of the HRSG are seeing corrosion from wet gas operation, and the drain lines may be at risk of failing from through-wall exterior corrosion.  Inspections and ultrasonic wall thickness testing are recommended.
	 Positive position control of the HRSG inlet dampers is recommended.  They are beneficial in reducing cycling damage and should be placed in the known best position for each type of startup.  This will be included with countermeasures.
	Costs summary – The deionized water is from the EDI mixed-bed system with a capacity of 56 gallons per minute.  While the startup water quality is a potential source of problems, the system provides adequate makeup water for cycling except for the rare case of extended operation firing light oil.   Startup problems with oxygen saturated feedwater in the storage tanks were identified during the interviews.  The plant does not have the equipment to do continuous monitoring of water chemistry during startup.  A suggested countermeasure is to install a startup water chemistry panel and have it monitored in the control room to minimize long-term corrosion damages for the planned cycling.  This will be a future contributor to cycling costs if not addressed.
	Water treatment chemical are being supplied by GE Betz.  It includes a treatment product DEHA which contains an oxygen scavenger similar to cyclohexamine.  The two pressure system uses pH control with phosphate treatment in both steam drums.  Cyclohexamine/DEHA leads to single-phase and two-phase FAC damage in the feedwater, condensate preheater, and LP boiler sections.  This is a well documented problem for LP evaporators and products containing an oxygen scavenger have been a significant contributor to the historical cost.  Refer to the HRSG section for more information.
	There were no significant circulating water system costs but the operating back pressure for this unit is a recurring problem and a condenser cleaning system would reduce the long-term operating costs.  While the low back pressure has resulted in unit trips and loss of generation, no additional reliability issues were noted.
	The condenser trips and lost generation from poor turbine efficiency with a dirty condenser are significant but represent a small percentage of the total lost generation.  The primary cause is low vacuum trips and load restrictions for peak firing.
	The five 15,000 gallon condensate water storage tanks are vented to the atmosphere and remain oxygen-saturated.  Deaerating is effective after startup with the unit on-line and stable in the separate deaerator tank or boiler feed tank.  The wet chemistry tests are not done until the unit is stable.  This is not the best practice, as oxygen-saturated condensate for startup leads to early life tube failures from oxygen pitting and under-deposit corrosion.  Intertek AIM recommends an O2 stripping system in the condensate storage tank with LP nitrogen and a nitrogen cap on the tanks continuously and on the boiler during extended off-line periods.  This is our recommendation for all heavy cycling combined-cycle units.
	 The condensers appear to be tight with no significant tube leakage issues noted.  The extent of circulating waterside condenser tube corrosion is unknown but copper contaminants in the blowdown remain a problem for any ground water discharges.  Tube fouling is an ongoing problem and they have an opportunity to do tube cleaning during the off-line period from cycling or consider an automatic tube cleaning system.
	Costs summary – At 10% of the cycling costs excluding the events, the HRSG is the third highest contributor to the cycling costs.  It makes up only 8% of the total work order costs as shown by Figure 44B.  The ST and CT are the majority of the total budget for the period.
	Issues/Concerns
	 While a major cost to replace the lower HPSH header is included in the analysis, this modified part should generally not need replacement within a 20year cycle.  However the problem is that it may well need replacement sooner since the apparent root cause of the damage from thermal cycling is still occurring.  The graph shown as Figure 49 is at the end of this section of the report.  It was discussed in the signature data section (Section 30 (Figure 314).  It confirms the ramp rates at 1,380°F per hour and 1,708°F per hour for the SH.  This is very damaging for the recurring events and should be reduced to manage the life of the HRSG and future costs.
	 Historical costs are low now, but SH tube module intrinsic damage is high, and additional failures are predicted at an increasing rate.  Countermeasures are recommended, including drain modifications and improvements to the SH lower header drains.
	 Existing equipment and operating procedures do not allow the SH to drain the accumulated condensate as the CT begins its startup purge and firing cycle.  This will lead to additional cycling failures and future costs.  The thermal shock is confirmed on the signature data graph.  Figure 49 shows the HPSH ramp-up during the hot start, with a sudden drop in the ramp rate about 12:30 a.m. on May 12, 2012, about 30 minutes into the CT ramp.  This is a key indication that the condensate was not fully drained from the SH during the startup sequence required by procedure.  It is confirmed by the steady increase in the steam temperature from the first HPSH recorded by the lower header temperature point on the graph.  Please refer to Appendix C for the opening of the HP and LP SH drains, as Step 14 places the HP steam header drain in auto after the CT is firing at Step 11 of the hot startup procedure.  At startup, the bypass damper is at 80% open and is not opened more until after the CEMS calibration checks are completed.
	 Step 16 after the start of the CT the unit is ramped to 30 MW for a hold point.  The LP sky valve is set to open at 30 psig but the HP sky valve is not specified for a set point and steam flow at this point would be beneficial to balance the HP steam temperatures.  The drains need to remain open for positive removal of all condensate or enlarged to accommodate the large volume of condensate during a startup or spin cooling.  To justify the countermeasures, including the drain modifications, it is recommended that  the plant install temporary thermocouples on the SH drains.  This will confirm the thermal shock problem, help size the drain lines, and provide analysis to determine the lowest cost effective countermeasures.  Upon request, Intertek AIM will provide the support and specific location information for the thermocouples and installation.
	 Figure 49 shows the hot start 1,132°F per hour for the HPSH outlet ramp rate.  The warm start in Figure 37 has the most damaging ramp rate of HPSH steam outlet at 1,570°F per hour when the CT starts and with the breaker closed it jumps on-line to 35 MW prior to the ST startup.  This is over twice the recommended maximum ramp rate for the SHs.  It occurs before the ST is on-line.  The improved use of the steam drains, sky vent and turbine before seat drains would lower the ramp rate and the resulting damage factor.  It is worse than the hot start where the gas bypassing damper is more open to the bypass stack.  This shows the benefit of using the gas bypass damper on the hot starts.
	 The same graphs for the hot start show the steam turbine temperature ramp rate is 390°F per hour compared to the HRSG steam outlet of 1,132°F per hour.  The higher ramp rates on the first stage temperature for the warm start show the cycling damage rate as 1,189°F per hour.  The warm start is very damaging, more than the hot start for both the piping and the steam turbine.
	 Figure 39 shows the warm start for the high pressure drum.  The ramp rate in Figure 35 has the most damaging ramp rate of 515°F per hour.  This is over twice the maximum recommend ramp rate 200°F per hour for an HP drum.  The normal limit is 100°F to 150°F per hour.  Ramp rates like this will cause steam drum bowing, leading to circumferential cracking, cracking at nozzle penetrations, and causing internal drum hardware attachment failures, and may lead to drum inside or outside diameter cracking.  Drum internal inspection – NDE to verify the presence of any potential cracks is recommended.  The ramp rate may be reduced by the use of additional flow from makeup and blowdown for drum level and temperature control.
	 Cold start signature analysis (refer to Figure 32) shows high main steam ramp rates for three peaks of 750°F, 850°F, and 1,000°F per hour on one cold start.  That results in three fatigue damage events for one start.  The steam flow needs to be increased to balance out the steam temperature to the turbine at a more uniform ramp rate.  This damage in the HP steam system is confirmed by the ST damage found during the March 2013 outage.
	 Figure 34 in the signature data section for the cold start shows a problem with the SH attemperator control at low flows as it swings both positive and negative from the desired temperature set point.  The planned replacement of the attemperator should reduce this thermal shock.
	 Figure 48 shows the high ramp rates in the condensate preheater.  The outlet ramps of positive 613°F and negative 400°F per hour are very damaging.  Repeated exposure to these rates of change will result in tube buckling and excessive strain on tube-to-header welds, ultimately resulting in tube leaks and forced outages in the preheater.  The hot startup procedure does not initiate the operation of the recirculation pumps until the unit is on-line at Step 28 after condenser vacuum is established.  The operation of the recirculation pumps at or before initial firing would reduce the thermal shock in the preheater and this should be modified.  The current procedure is to operate the pumps for HRSG exit gas temperature control to avoid the operating dew point and condensation.  If the casing and stack were coated for corrosion protection the lower temperature operation would not be a significant concern since the preheater is made from 300 series stainless steel.  The primary function of the recirculation pumps then is to avoid the thermal shock from temperature differentials both from tube-to-tube and top-to-bottom of the preheater.  Flow models and actual temperature mapping confirm that the low gas flow conditions are likely to produce large temperature variations in the preheater.  Initiation of the HPSH drains or a small bypass system will balance these temperatures as the steam flow increases with the use of a bypass to the condenser.
	 One common cause of the reported tube bending or buckling on these types of SH tubes is due to unresolved thermal expansion due to selectively hot tubes, which causes excessively high tension beyond the yield strength of the colder tubes.  After the “stretch” event,  selective  tubes have more length, and the tube buckles out of plane, since it is longer than adjacent tubing.  Unresolved thermal expansion is often caused by undrained condensate chilling hot tubes or hot spots from failed tube bank baffles allowing flue gas bypassing.  This is a typical cause of tube-to-header failures in the SH sections, and the existing tube distortion is a clear indication that the condition exists.  The existing tube distortion was reported in the HRSG inspection report.
	 If not corrected, this SH buckling will lead to tube-to-header cracking at the header welds or tube bundle restraints and the resulting forced outage for repairs.  The buckled sections are somewhat self reliving, but the damaging thermal shock that caused the buckling still exists, and we recommend addressing the root cause of the thermal shocks to prevent future failures.  The previously suggested root cause verification is made with the addition of temporary thermocouples and the analysis of these data.  A possible countermeasure is to add an automated thermal drain pot system.  The tube leak repairs are difficult and expensive, as the access to the SH sections is very limited.  This limited access extends the outage times compared to conventional boiler repairs.
	 The LP evaporator section is 2inch tubing with a 0.105 inch minimum wall thickness carbon Steel SA 178A.  The tubes are three rows deep and are bent into the outlet and inlet headers.  The headers are SA 106B carbon steel.  The riser or release tubes are unspecified but are assumed to be carbon steel, as well.  The LP evaporator operates at a critical temperature for potential FAC damage as the unit cycles.  The absence of failures in the section to date is attributed to the phosphate water chemistry and operation at a relatively high pH.  The concern is that we do not have on-line chemistry data to confirm the actual startup conditions.  This is necessary for long-term management of damage rates, including excess oxygen in the condensate supply.  The unit does not maintain vacuum when off-line for an overnight or hot cycle.  This results in an oxygen saturated condensate system for every startup and out-of-service corrosion.
	 Figure 47 represents typical FAC damage locations for future testing and life management.  Testing at the most likely damage locations is recommended.  Intertek AIM would be pleased to identify the high risk locations and support this inspection, if requested.
	 FAC is a well documented problem for HRSGs.  This unit has a potential for latent damage and is considered a risk issue for additional cycling without countermeasures.  A more complete discussion of the FAC mechanism is referenced in the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Paper 1008082, a section of which is attached in Appendix B.
	 Shutdown corrosion protection using nitrogen is not available for use when the unit will be down for extended periods of time.  Nitrogen blanketing for protection should be used routinely for daily shutdowns, even though the system pressure drops.  It should be used for a shutdown anytime the HP drum pressure decays below 25 psig.
	 The HRSG inlet bypass damper is not directly a pressure part but it has a major impact on cycling damage for the HRSG.  It is a real benefit to be able to bypass the CT exit gases and regulate the amount of flow into the HRSG during startup.  The issue is being able to modulate the damper accurately and balance its known and repeatable position with CT load and existing steam flow.  As previously discussed, the steam flow is required to balance the temperatures through the HRSG.  Flow models on several units confirm the nonlinear gas flow through the HRSG and that is a concern for temperature balancing.  The temporary thermocouples will assist in providing guidance in order to balance the flow to the HRSG.
	Costs – The electrical and controls system has been a low contributor to the cycling costs.
	The major cost in the electrical system has been the failure to open the bus to isolate the unit from the distribution grid.
	Issues/Concerns
	 The past significant issues identified include the generator disconnect switch that resulted in motoring the Number 8 generator.  The failure was a yard breaker that did not open to isolate the unit from the distribution feeder during a system event.  This is directly related to cycling damage but has not recurred since it was repaired in 2011.  Since the event, plant personnel are installing a redundant breaker and regular testing to prove functionality is planned to prevent recurrence.
	 For cycling duty the 4160 Volt breakers need to be on a routine overhaul schedule.  That is presently being done by the major maintenance team on a rotating basis.
	 A new control panel for the water chemistry monitoring is planned and should be installed to allow continuous monitoring by the control room operator without intervention by the chemistry team.  A few key indicators, such as dissolved oxygen, conductivity, and pH, are required and will not require an extensive control system.
	Costs – At 26% of the cycling costs, excluding the events, the ST generator system is the second highest contributor to the cycling costs.
	The main steam and turbine steam ramp rates when cycling have resulted in damage to the steam turbine.  Intertek AIM recommends improved use of the sky vent valves and drains to reduce the turbine stress and damage from thermal shocking.  The majority of the previous costs are due to the generator and exciter failures.
	Issues/Concerns
	 Cold start signature data analysis, discussed in Section 3, note significant HP steam temperature rate of change with a maximum rate of 926°F per hour.  At twice the maximum recommended rate, this damaging rate of change will affect the integrity of thick-walled components such as the nozzle block, HP rotor, and HP inner casing stress from the differential temperature.  The LP steam ramp rate of 775°F per hour will contribute to long-term damage in the LP turbine.  We can only assume that long-term damage is occurring.  Restoration costs for the spring 2013 outage may be higher than anticipated.  The potential cause of these ramp rates appears to be the low flow rates of the warm up system, and the startup procedure for using the HPSH sky vent to control the pressure ramp for pressures above 400 psig.  This should be analyzed to confirm the improvements possible, such as leaving the HPSH drains open and the turbine drains open to increase the steam flow and balance the temperatures.  A revision of the existing cold startup procedures (SOICC13) Step 63 and Notes 16 and 17 should be considered to reduce the thermal shock damage.  While the procedure addresses the temperature management, it does not appear to be effective in managing the thermal shock to reduce or prevent damage.
	 Warm start signature data analysis, discussed in Section 3, notes significant turbine HP steam temperature rate of change with a maximum rate of 1,572°F per hour.  "Again, the highest thermal ramp rates occurred around 10 a.m. before the steam turbine comes on-line.”  This would indicate a sudden rise in temperatures as the steam begins to flow when the turbine is rolled up to speed prior to synchronizing with the generator and load.  The damaging ramp rates could be reduced by increasing the steam flow and the before seat drain flows for better temperature matching of the warm turbine.  Refer to Startup Procedure SOICC14.
	 The high CT exit gas temperatures will result in overheating some of the of the final SH tubes due to stratification of the gas flow unless sufficient steam flow is going through the HPSH.  In the long-term, this will cause HP steam piping, turbine, valve, and casing damage.  To reduce the damage rate, the use of additional steam flow is strongly recommended.  This steam flow may be vented or sent to the condenser with proper conditioning.
	 The turbine governor valve failure in 2010 confirms the cycling damage and is included in the cost analysis.  The valve was bowed, cracked, and failed from thermal shock damage.
	High Costs – At 54% of the cycling costs, excluding the events, the CT is the highest contributor to the cycling costs.
	Issues/Concerns
	 There have been numerous forced outage events logged against the CT between 2002 and the end of 2012.  The CT is the highest cost of EFOR events if we include the generator failure from water intrusion in late 2005 and the hot gas path outage that followed in 2006.  That outage amounted to 30% of the total replacement power costs for the period.  In review with the GRU team, this event was classified as a design failure and the work was done by GE under warrantee.  The credit to the purchase order cost was included in 2007.  The credit amounted to 62% of the total budget for the CT purchase orders from 2002 to 2012.  It reduced the total budget included in the cycling analysis.
	 CT generator had a cycling failure that was repaired under warrantee by GE.  The warrantee costs of that repair were not included in the cost of cycling analysis.
	 The costs of events for the CT were more than the parts or repair costs that were included and it is a major influence in the cost of cycling for the unit.  The event listings were provided for our use, but no detail was available for the events from the listing.  The details of the particular events were provided by the plant during the interviews.  Please refer to Figures 42 and 43.  These figures show that the majority (84% or 80% in the reduced sorted events) of the costs are from the forced outage events.
	 Cycling operation has been the primary driving factor for costs rather than hours of operation for this unit.  It had 2,357 starts, 198 trips, and 30,550 service hours as of November 1, 2012.  These failures are very costly in terms of damage, as temperatures often peak and fall rapidly in the combustion section causing fatigue.  However, it is not known how many start failures actually result in ignition and high temperatures in the hot sections.  The GE 7E CT is not as efficient as the newer larger units but it is better suited to cyclic duty.  Countermeasures to significantly reduce these trips are recommended.
	 CT trips at full load are the equivalent of eight normal starts and accelerate blade coating failures.  CT trips at greater than half load increase the equivalent number of starts to a higher value than the actual or attempted number of starts.
	 The second highest cause of blade coating failures is thermal damage, most probably  from damaging full load trips.
	 Planned outages are starts-based for this unit and they are staged at 600 start intervals.  The hot gas path outage was at 1,200 starts and the major overhaul planned for 2,400 starts.  The hot gas inspection and overhaul was done in 2006 during the generator rewind outage.  The next hot gas inspection was in January 2012.
	 The breakdown of the CT costs are shown by Figures 4-4 A, B, and C for the purchase orders (A = 29%), work orders (B = 38%), and capital expenses (C = 79%).
	 The major overhaul is scheduled for Spring 2014, with more than 2,400 equivalent starts now on the CT.  It is budgeted at $2,200,000.  That cost was not included in our bottom-up cost of cycling analysis but, since it is a future cost, it was included in the top-down costs.  It is a latent cost of cycling and is part of the differential costs between the two methods and explains some of the differences between the bottom-up cost per EHS and the top-down or “best estimate” cost per EHS.
	 Leaks from cycling damage in the exhaust diffuser have resulted in two replacements of the fire suppression system wiring from overheating damage to the wiring.
	 CT4 rotor repairs in 2009 were almost $1,000,000 and are all related to cycling damage on the rotor.
	 We would expect to find some clashing damage from cycling on the First Stage R1 of the compressor for this unit at overhaul, but no inspection details confirm that condition at this time or from the hot gas inspection done by GE in January 2012.  It is anticipated as latent damage for the 2014 major overhaul.
	 The generator field rewind (November 17, 2008) was required from the rotor overheating due to migration of the insulation covering the cooling passages in the generator.  This is classic cycling damage and the insurance industry now rates generator failures as the number three cause of damage claims for combined-cycle units.
	 The generator stator rewind (December 17, 2005) was completed by GE, as required from the water intrusion due to rain leaking into the generator.  It was a warrantee repair.  The repair included supplying and installing a weather tight building around the CT exhaust section and the generator.
	Work order cost details do not support a further refinement of the costs.
	We assumed that the costs provided by Kelly CC1 were correct for this analysis.  If we included the cost of the CT generator failure, it would result in a higher average cost.  This would increase the total cost, and the resulting cost per EHS would increase.  Based on this, the actual cost per EHS from the recent data is conservatively low.  Refer to the “Best Estimated Cost per Hot Start.”
	To reduce cycling damage, this 7E CT has a large center support bearing in the design to accommodate the thermal growth and movements during frequent cycling.
	The second part of the CT high cost of cycling is seen in the early life cycling failures of the CT generator.  The generator damage was found and repaired during two separate overhauls.  This has been well documented in the industry as a new failure mode for combined-cycle power plants.  The insurance industry has recently identified the new generator failures in combined-cycle power plants as the third highest cost of failures for a combined-cycle unit.
	Our concern is the assignment of cost to cycling for the amount of actual damage and historical costs assigned to cycling.  To validate this assignment, we looked at several other units that included cycling on similar vintage GE 7E, CTs and compared the costs.  With this comparison for both cycling units and the difference for the expected fallout for an hours-based machine, we have a clear linkage to the cycling damage on both.  With the limited information available, the percentage of damage from each is a judgment based comparisons of:
	 Number of cycles to expected replacements compared to actual cycles at required replacements
	 Number of cycles to expected replacements compared with the CT fleet and Intertek AIM extensive cycling analysis experience
	There were little or no overtime costs allocated to operator startup and shutdown support.  Startups and shutdowns are supported by the duty shift as normal operations.
	SH ramp rates exceed recommended thermal rates, and signature data indicate incomplete removal of condensate during startup.  Four countermeasures are recommended:
	 Operating Procedures SOICC13 and SOICC14 should be revised to initiate the start of the steam dump or sky valve earlier to reduce the startup thermal ramp damage, as well as pressure management of the HP system.  The data points used for this analysis may be analyzed and compared to measurements of the results by GRU.  Intertek AIM would be pleased to support additional analysis, if requested.
	 The operating procedure should be revised to initiate the opening of the turbine before seat steam drains to improve the temperature matching prior to turbine roll and synchronization.  The drains may be routed to the condenser hotwell to reduce the water usage and assist the oxygen removal from the water in the hotwell.  The additional steam flow from the HPSH will reduce the thermal shock in the HRSG, as well as the steam piping and ST.
	 The drains should be routed as a single pressure line or individually to the blowdown tank.
	 The HPSH 1 and HPSH 2 drains should be considered for automation using a thermal drain pot that assures complete removal of accumulated condensate.  This is a typical and most frequent cause of tube-to-header failures in the SH sections.  The existing tube distortion noted in the HRSG inspection report is a clear indication that the condition exists.  Temporary thermocouples may be installed to confirm the condition, size the drain lines, and measure the effectiveness of the final countermeasure.  The existing attemperator is planned for replacement but it should have positive shutoff valving and tell tale drains installed to assure that it is not leaking at lower load and contributing to the thermal shock.
	Evaporator FAC damage was not identified but may be an issue in the LP evaporator for future cycling.  The FAC damage to the feedwater heater and condensate piping is unknown.  Additional inspections, establishing existing thickness, and determining wear rates are all recommended.  Refer to Figure 47 for typical inspection locations.  FAC damage rates will be reduced by changing the water chemistry and removing the GE Betz product DEHA that has an oxygen scavenger similar to hydrazine.
	To reduce the potential damage from oxygen pitting, Intertek AIM recommends that the condenser be maintained with a vacuum during hot cycles to reduce the oxygen saturation.  The current practice is to break condenser vacuum on an overnight cycle, and that is not recommended.  The installed Nash vacuum pumps should be adequate to maintain the vacuum while off-line using waste heat steam from the HRSG for the steam seals to the turbine.
	The HP drum is being thermally shocked, as shown on the warm start in Figures 37 and 39.  Both the cold start and the hot start are much less damaging.  Thermal shocking can be reduced by increasing the mass blowdown to maintain the feedwater flow and the use of the steam drains to limit the pressure ramp and maintain the HP steam flow during the warm startup.  A bypass system is the preferred means, as it dumps the steam to the condenser and reduces the amount of water consumed during a startup.  Refer to the operating procedure for modifying the startup steps.
	Oxygen pitting damage in the feedwater system and the evaporators will be reduced by management of the startup dissolved oxygen in the feedwater.  A nitrogen cap and a nitrogen bubbler system are recommended for the condensate storage tank.  RGS exit gas temperature management to avoid wet gas operation.  While this is often specified by the original equipment manufacturer (OEM), it is a secondary purpose for the recirculation pumps.  The primary benefit of the pumps for a cycling unit is to balance the water temperature during period of low or no feedwater or condensate flow while the CT is firing.  This prevents overheating of the top of the preheater during drum level swing from drum water levels swelling.
	The bypass stack damper and position indicator are an important part of the startup temperature management and the position indication of the damper needs to be reliable for good process control.  It was reported as an issue and should be resolved.
	Maintenance costs for this unit are low compared to other units, but the cost of outage or the replacement power for those events is high.  The results are shown in the following graphs Figures 41 through 46.
	 Additional support for HRSG inspection, NDE testing, and drain design modifications is available upon request.
	GT combustor and hot gas parts life, including the exhaust cracking issues, are reduced by starts and stops and full load trips.
	Starts-based maintenance machines like Kelly CC1 are planned for extensive damage due to parts fallout by some OEMs at about 900 starts, and this 7EA CT is planned for 1,200 starts.  Kelly CC1 is now over 2,400 actual starts and many more factored starts.  Actual replacements of Row 1 and hot section components have already occurred.  The repairs were required based on inspections during a planned combustor inspection outage and an unscheduled outage for generator work.  This cyclic operation will have a higher hot gas path parts fall-out rate at the second repair cycle compared to hours-based maintenance machines.  This is a direct cause of the higher parts costs due to cycling.
	The 7EA CT has an expected life or running time between required maintenance intervals for baseload or cycling operation.  The main issue for this unit is to understand the increase in cost when operated in a cycling mode as it has been in the past, and the increased damage.
	Because of the high number of cycles (344 EHS for the CT), much of the damage is latent and will result in future costs that may be incurred during the planned 2014 major outage.  These future costs will increase the cost per EHS and the gap in actual historical cost per EHS calculated from the bottom-up analysis and the reported costs from the top-down analysis will decrease.  The actual to-date expenses are $20,406 per EHS and will increase and approach the top-down expected costs.  Refer to the “Best Estimated Cost,” in the top-down analysis, which identifies a slightly higher cost per EHS of $29,500.
	The current plant design is effective for cyclic or load following operation.  Substantial costs in the cost of cycling analysis were due to the forced outage events.  Additional maintenance cost increases in both the HRSG and CT are predicted and can be beneficial in the overall cost management by increasing the reliability in the foreseeable future.  With some modifications to the current design, startup procedures, and the unit mission continuing as expected, the unit remains competitive and it is a low cost cycling unit.  With generation from the new renewable power unit, Kelly CC1 should anticipate continued cycles and cold starts.
	 The cost per EHS is used by Intertek AIM for comparison to prior analysis and is representative of a normal hot start cost for the unit when we adjust the $/EHS by the calculated damage factor in the Loads Model (Section 2).  For Kelly CC1, the cost per EHS is $20,406 (Figure 46) and is adjusted by the damage factor of 1.71 for a typical hot start cost per cycle of $56,436.  This is the cost from the bottom-up analysis to compare with the top-down analysis or cost adjusted to a benchmark, resulting in a best estimate of $72,739 for a hot start.
	Intertek AIM recommends that the operating procedures, control tuning, ramp rate controls, and plant equipment be carefully evaluated to mitigate the severity of the thermal fatigue damage per cycle and to optimize dispatch, station reliability, and maintenance costs.  Immediate attention should be directed at the startup procedures.  Revisions in the starting point of the steam drains and sky valve or a new small bypass system are needed to protect the SH and ST during startup until a steam temperature match and adequate turbine steam flow is established.
	1. Advise system dispatch of the real cost of cycling for this unit to include the actual and intrinsic costs shown in the cost of an EHS as $20,406/EHS.  If we use the average damage rate for a hot start from the top-down results, it increases the cost of an EHS by 1.03 for an average hot start.  The result is $21,019 for a historical cost hot start.  This is the cost from the bottom-up analysis to compare with the top-down analysis, resulting in a best estimate of $29,505 for a future hot start.
	2. Revise maintenance cost and reliability projections based on the level of countermeasures selected for cycling operations.
	3. Complete the planned major overhaul for the CT, but include additional NDE inspections and contingencies for the anticipated damage in compressor Row 1 and hot section Row 1.
	4. Modify cold startup procedure to support HRSG circulation and temperature balancing to reduce thermal shocking.  This could include the early use of the HP sky vent valve and or a new small steam bypass dump to the condenser, increased drain flow or blowdown to the condenser hot well to reduce the thermal ramp on all starts.
	5. Repair the bypass stack damper position indication and control to balance the HRSG gas and steam temperatures and have them be repeatable on every startup.  The optimized procedure will result in repeatable results to achieve process control.
	6. Consider modifying the turbine before seat drains to rout them to the condenser with a new sparger below the normal water level to recover the water and to improve the oxygen removal in the condensate in the hotwell.
	7. Evaluate existing SH drain performance during startups to determine the cost effectiveness of a new thermal drain system with level actuated drain pots to removal all condensate for all conditions, including startup.
	8. Install temporary HRSG drain thermocouples to verify that drains are free of condensate during startup.
	9. Install new HPSH drain level pots and controls to remove any accumulated condensate on all startups based on the results of Item 8.
	10. Isolate SH drain piping for single pressure runs to the blowdown tank.
	11. Inspection of the LP evaporator and outlet piping for FAC damage is recommended.  Inspection locations in the feedwater heater near the outlet are suspect locations.  Inspection details may be provided upon request.
	12. Inspection of the condensate preheater lower headers and outlet connection is recommended due to the thermal shock.  Inspection details may be provided upon request.
	13. Inspection of HPSH 2 lower headers and drain connections for thermal shock damage is recommended.  Inspection details may be provided upon request.
	14. Install temporary thermocouples on the HPSH attemperator outlet pipe to confirm the thermal shock damage in the piping after the spray header or liner.  Installation details may be provided upon request.
	15. Provide operator alarms for thick metal component temperature rate of change and revise training and procedures, as appropriate, to achieve effective rates of change under cold, warm, and hot starts for slow, medium, and fast startups.  For steam-touched components, ramp rates with an absolute value greater than 700°F per hour are considered very damaging.  The recommended upper limit for steam-touched components is 400°F per hour.  The recommended upper limit for water-touched components is 200°F per hour.  For water-touched components (e.g., feedwater heaters) the thermal ramp rates with an absolute value greater than 400°F per hour are considered very damaging.  The limits are based on the maximum change in temperature in a 15minute interval multiplied by 4 (60 min/15 min) to get an equivalent hourly thermal ramp rate.  Alarm and cost monitoring can be provided by Intertek’s COSTCOM or Cycle Advisor by GE/Intertek
	16. Start economizer recirculation Pumps “A" or "A and B” as soon as the bypass stack damper is opened to the HRSG rather than waiting until Step 59 in the cold startup procedure.  This will reduce the thermal stratification and shock in the condensate preheater and prevent future failures.  The pumps should run for temperature balancing at low load conditions to prevent stratification in the preheater from hot CT gases laning through the HRSG.
	17. The LP drum also should have increased flow during startup to reduce the thermal shock.  The increase of steam blowdown to the condenser hot well or drains would reduce the peak ramp rates and balance out the damaging transients.
	18. Install on-line chemistry monitoring as planned to manage the startup and operating water chemistry from the control room and reduce the wet chemistry testing that is currently required for all startups.  The on-line requirement items are the pH, dissolved oxygen, and conductivity.
	19. Follow the EPRI best practices water chemistry guidelines to minimize water chemistry related damage.  Several current practices should be considered for revision (e.g., condenser storage tank vented to atmosphere, dissolved oxygen control in condensate and feedwater to minimize FAC damage and oxygen pitting, demineralized water quality during peak usage).  Feedwater treatment using an oxygen scavenger chemical is not recommended.  This had been utilized for several years but it has now been revised to a new GE Betz product DEHA that also contains an oxygen scavenger.
	20. The current practice of breaking vacuum for an overnight cycle should be revised and maintain vacuum while off-line for 8 hours or less using the vacuum pumps and waste heat steam from the HRSG for the turbine steam seals.  Testing will validate the best practice and off-line times using the available steam for the steam seals.  A reduced pressure at startup will benefit the steam temperature matching on startup.
	21. Operators should monitor and document temperature ramp rates.  Excessive ramp rates should be alarmed and carefully monitored for critical components.  Intertek AIM has provided a list of process data points that should be monitored for rate of change impacts on thermal cycling (refer to Section 3).
	22. Freeze protection appears to be well established, but daily operation of the unit is required in cold weather to prevent damage.  In the unlikely condition where the unit is not running during cold weather, the unit may be modified with steam spargers in the HP and LP lower headers to keep the unit hot and ready for startup.
	23. The routine use of condenser tube cleaners would benefit the operating heat rate.  Cleaning could be done while the unit was off-line for cycling.  The unit has had trips due to low vacuum and it operates near limits in the warm summer weather.
	24. Operators should be trained to operate the plant at "least cost".  To be effective at least cost operation, it would be helpful to have cycling wear and tear costs displayed for each actual transient in real time with guidance tools such as Intertek AIM’s COSTCOM software for temperature range, ramp rate, and temperature limitation, including cycling cost impact.  The plant operators need more guidance on key component ramp rates during transient operations.  Plant ramp rates can be increased when needed during emergency and high profit times when the market rates ($/MWHr) are high and can be reduced when the market prices are low.  COSTCOM should be considered for the plant, as it provides both ramp rate guidance and absolute temperature limitation visual alerts in real time, using colors to reflect current conditions and actual cycling costs at a glance.
	25. A cycling countermeasure for the CT would be to slow down the starting and loading and use the bypass stack damper in combination with the steam drains and dumps for temperature blending.  Slight modification will provide large benefit with little impact on the total startup time to being ready for control.
	26. Reduce CT load when blending on cold starts until the ST is warmed and on-line.  This may require modifying the CT MW ramp rate to optimize the balance between generation flexibility and minimized thermal shocking.
	Table 4-1
	EQUIVALENT HOT STARTS (EHS)
	$      21,961,506
	Total O&M, Capital Costs for 100% of Work Orders
	1
	                11
	Period Years (2002-2012)
	2
	90%
	Percent of O&M/Capital $ Cycling Related
	3
	$1,796,850/year
	Cycling cost/year, Capital and Work Orders
	4
	$    116,703,216
	Total Event Costs (KELLY CC 1)
	5
	$     10,609,383.
	Event Cost per Year Average (11 years) 
	6
	57%
	Event Percent Cycling
	7
	$        4,606,033
	Cycling Cost from Events on selected events
	8
	$        6,402,884
	Total Cost of Cycling per Year 
	9
	$             20,460
	$ EHS  Based on 344 EHS per year
	10
	Figure 4-1 — Total Capital Operations and Maintenance Cost from GRU.
	Figure 4-2 — Total Operations Maintenance and Event Costs from GRU.
	Figure 4-3 — Total Operations, Maintenance, and Selected Event Costs.
	Figure 4-4 A, B, and C — Annual Cost from Purchase Orders (A), Work Orders (B), and Capital (C) (Excluding Events).
	Figure 4-5 — Total Cost of Cycling, Events, and Operations and Maintenance Capital.
	Figure 4-6 — Annual Cost of Cycling, Events, Operations, Maintenance and Capital per EHS.
	Figure 4-7 — Typical Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Damage Locations.
	Figure 4-8 — Typical Hot Start Cycling Damage to Condensate Preheater at +613°F/hr and -442°F/hr.
	Figure 4-9 — Typical Hot Start Cycling Damage HPSH at 1,132°F/hr and Lower Header at 1,380°F/hr Shown and Later at 1,700°F/hr (Refer to Signature Data, Section 3, for Additional Plots).
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	This appendix continues the brief discussion of Intertek AIM’S general unit damage model used for the top-down cycling cost analysis.
	The general damage model calculates damage under cyclic and steady loads of any magnitude.  It accounts for any combination of load peaks and valleys, times at load, ramp rates (load changes with time), and differences among hot, warm, and cold starts.  Thus, it handles all sorts of cycling in combination with normal, derated, or uprated steady loads.
	However, some inaccuracies are introduced into any analysis that only examines MW load data.  For example, damage mechanisms such as corrosion, which can be very active during off-line periods (startups or shutdowns), may not be properly accounted for.  Furthermore, in using only hourly MW load data to compute unit cycles and damage, the loads for each unit are normalized by its nameplate generating capacity.  This normalizing fails to account fully for the varying abilities of specific types of units and critical components to tolerate various cycling modes.  This accounts for much of the spread between our lower and upper bound cycling cost estimates presented in Section 3.
	This study assumes that damage due to steady loads, such as from high temperature creep, adds to that caused by load swings (e.g., high temperature corrosion-fatigue).  Since there is the possibility of nonlinear interactions between the mechanisms, the terms were not combined linearly.  Rather, this addition was modeled conservatively using an equation fit to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) creep-fatigue interaction curves, which are shown in Figure A1.
	The interaction between creep and fatigue shown in Figure A1 is very strong.  For example, if the creep and fatigue damage fractions are equal, time-to-failure will be only one-eighth (versus one-half for a linear sum) the life predicted for either mechanism acting by itself.  So if the interaction effect is modeled using a linear summation rule, the true damage can be underestimated by as much as a factor of four.
	The damage accumulation rates computed by Intertek AIM's loads model are related to an idealized load transient known as an equivalent hot start (EHS).  The same reference EHS cycle, shown in Figure A2, is used for all fossil-steam units that Intertek-APTECH has studied.
	EHS provides a means for comparing the cycling damage and costs of different units under the same loading pattern.  Of course, the actual hot start cycles at the units differ markedly from our reference EHS cycle.  Accordingly, the EHS cycle is used only as a convenient reference for the damage calculations, and has no other significance.  EHS should not be used as a basis for optimizing cycling practices, which should be based on economic tradeoffs.  Most important, EHS is not used directly in the final, key cycling cost estimates.  The best estimates provided are for actual cycles on the actual unit, and not for EHS.
	General cycling operations are represented in this project by four distinctly different events:  hot starts, warm starts, cold starts, and “load follows.”  Intertek AIM studied the hourly MW data to define a typical hot start, warm start, cold start, and load follow cycles and then related the damage accumulation rate of each cycle type to the reference EHS cycle.  A “typical” hot start in any unit is defined as one that will reproduce the average damage of all the unit's hot starts, while enduring a typical combination of range (total load swing) and ramp rate.  Due to the nonlinear damage model, the tabulated load swings and ramp rates are not arithmetic averages.  They are high-end values (especially the ramp rates) that, together, will produce average damage.
	Figure A3 shows the employed steady load only (i.e., creep and corrosion effects) damage model.  At high MW readings, the model uses a fourth power relationship between life and the reciprocal of thermal stress.  This exponential relationship is typical for most creep and “corrosion” damage mechanisms.  In this work, it was assumed that average material temperature is not increased during operation at steady loads above the unit rating.  This assumption was made to avoid using an algorithm that would exaggerate the effect of high steady loads and discount smaller, load following MW excursions.
	For this study, the standard Intertek AIM model shown in Figure A3 was used as the steady-state load damage model.  We believe this approximation to be accurate for the most critical cycling-influenced components under realistic unit operating parameters.  However, Intertek AIM believes that Figure A3 may under-predict creep damage for some boiler components.  Superheater and reheater tubes, headers, and piping, in our experience, are the only fossil components that may show significant creep, at, say, 60% of unit rating.
	As a sensitivity check, Intertek AIM has previously applied Figure A4 to the cycling damage calculation only.  Figure A4 overstates the low-load creep damage for virtually all cases.  Changing two aspects of the steady-state load model had small impacts on the cycling cost estimates.  These changes include:  (1) assumption of 5% rather than 3% creep damage associated with an EHS (see additional discussions below) and (2) use of Figure A4 rather than Figure A3 to model steady-state damage versus load.  The damage results using Figure A4 indicate that the cycling cost bounds presented in this report are easily wide enough to capture our uncertainty of low-load creep damage effects.
	At low MW readings, the model attempts to account for damage mechanisms that are more active at low load or during off-line status.  Examples of these types of mechanisms are corrosion and corrosion-fatigue.
	Figure A5 summarizes how the model accounts for damage during load swings (i.e., fatigue effects).  Load swings were determined from the hourly data.  An advanced “cycle-counting” algorithm, known as the rain-flow method, was used to keep track of all potentially damaging load cycles.  The model uses a third power relationship between fatigue life and the reciprocal of the effective stress amplitude to calculate fatigue damage due to load changes.  The third power relationship is a lower-bound value derived from:
	 Literature data which relate fatigue and creep life to steady state and alternating stress
	 Measurement and analysis of thermal transients as a function of MW load changes and the resulting stress transients for a variety of components, such as tubing, turbine components, and thick-walled pressure vessels
	The exponent is probably higher than three.  However, as mentioned above, the use of a larger exponent in this calculation could result in underestimation of the effect of the smaller, load-following MW excursions seen by the unit.  In defining “effective” stress amplitude, the ramp rate (or maximum hourly change in load) was weighted just as heavily as total load swing.
	The model uses a stress multiplier to account for the difference between a cold start and a hot start.  The multiplier increases the stress above the stress developed during a hot start of equal MW load swing and ramp rate by 20%.  This 20% factor was selected to underestimate the damage caused during cold starts in order to avoid overly discounting the damage done during the smaller load following excursions.  The model is compared to and further calibrated by plant signature data.  We have included only one or two signature data plots as examples of the many hundred plots we evaluated for each plant.  An electronic file of signature data and comments on operational problems as well as good operational procedures will be attached to the report.
	Separate fatigue and creep damage algorithms are described above, but one more key assumption describing their interaction is detailed here.  For this study, we used numerous Intertek AIM remaining useful life experiments and engineering models to estimate an aggregate creep/fatigue damage ratio of less than 3% for the 24-hour EHS cycling shown in Figure A2.  These models covered mainly various critical boiler tube failure modes.  We believe this 3% ratio to be reasonable for most critical cycling-influenced components, and possibly biased in favor of fatigue for some other material-component combinations.
	As a sensitivity check, we also applied a 5% ratio to the cycling damage calculation only.  From all of Intertek AIM's experience and remaining useful life models, this 5% creep/fatigue ratio is regarded as a definite upper bound for the 24-hour EHS.  The 5% ratio results indicated that the cycling cost bounds presented in this report are wide enough to capture our uncertainty in the aggregate fatigue-creep interaction effects.
	Figure A-1 — ASME Creep-Fatigue Interaction Curves for Several Materials.
	Figure A-2 — Hot Start Cycle with “Relative Damage” Defined as “One EHS”.
	Figure A-3 — Assumed Relative Damage Under Cycling from Steady Load.
	Figure A-4 — Alternative Assumed Relative Damage Under Steady Loading from Creep or Corrosion.  (Damage at Steady Low Loads Intentionally Exaggerated.)
	Figure A-5 — Assumed Relative Damage Under Cycling from Cycling Loads.
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	Flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC) is now recognized as the second most important heat recovery steam generator tube failure, as indicated in Table 14.  It has generally been located in the low pressure evaporator circuits (Figure 11), but isolated incidents have occurred in low pressure and high pressure economizer or preheater tubing and in the riser/feeder systems.  FAC occurs in heat recovery steam generators under both single-phase (water) and two-phase (water and steam) flow conditions; it is important to recognize the features of both, as different solutions apply.
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